We conduct an analysis of the blow up at the triple junction of three fluids in equilibrium. Energy minimizers have been shown to exist in the class of functions of bounded variations, and the classical theory implies that an interface between two fluids is an analytic surface. We prove two monotonicity formulas at the triple junction for the three-fluid configuration, and show that blow up limits exist and are always cones. We discuss some of the geometric consequences of our results.
Introduction
Let Ω ⊂ IR n be a bounded domain with boundary smooth enough that the interior sphere condition holds. Then consider a partition of Ω into three sets E j , j = 0, 1, 2. Each E j will represent a fluid, and we assume that the three fluids are immiscible and are in equilibrium with respect to the energy functional
where g is determined by the force of gravity, and where the constants α j , β j , and ρ j are determined by constitutive properties of our fluids. It will make the most sense to consider sets with finite perimeter, as this functional is infinite otherwise, and accordingly, we will work within the framework afforded to us by functions of bounded variation. We will define this functional more carefully and state some assumptions that we will make on the constitutive constants in Section 3 below. Two common physical situations where this mathematical model arise include first, if there is a double sessile drop of two distinct immiscible fluids resting on a surface with air above, and second, if a drop of a light fluid is floating on the top of a heavier fluid and below a lighter fluid as would be the case when oil floats on water and below air. See Figure 1 for an example of the first situation, and Figure 2 (found within Section 3) for an example of the second situation. The terms in the energy functional given above arise from (in the order in which they appear) surface tension forces, wetting energy, and the gravitational potential.
In this work we will study the local micro-structure of the triple junction between the fluids. We prove two monotonicity formulas, one with a volume constraint, and one without the volume constraint, but that is sharp in some sense. We will then use the monotonicity formula to show that blow up limits of the energy minimizing configurations must be cones, and thus that they are determined completely by their values on the "blow up sphere." We then study the implications of minimizing on the blow up sphere for the minimizers in the tangent plane to the blow up sphere given that the point of tangency is at a triple point. The consequences are geometric restrictions on the energy minimizing configurations in the blow up sphere.
The study of the floating drop problem goes back at least to 1806 when Laplace [La1806] formulated the problem with the assumption of symmetry, and of course, the regularity of the interfaces between the fluids and also the regularity of the triple junction curve. It wasn't until 2004 when Elcrat, Neel, and Siegel [ENS] showed the existence (and, under some assumptions, uniqueness) of solutions for Laplace's formulation, and they still assumed the same conditions of symmetry and regularity. In the time between these results there were obviously great advancements in the regularity theory involving both the space of functions of bounded variation and geometric measure theory. It is with these tools that we will work, and so a quick survey may be of use for the reader, and so we will provide a very short one in Section 2 below.
The study of soap film clusters began in earnest in the 1970's, and this problem has many connections with the current work, so a comparison is in order. In the soap film problem a region of space is partitioned by sets, and the soap film is modeled by the boundaries of the sets, and the surface areas of these surfaces are minimized under some volume constraint. The energy is similar to ours, although it is simpler in some ways. In particular, there are no weights to the surface tensions (one can set those to unity), there is no gravitational potential, and there is no wetting term. The wetting term is the easiest by far to address, and even the gravitational potential can be dealt with by observing how the surface tension term becomes much more important in blow up limits, but the fact that in our energy the surface tension terms vary with each fluid creates considerable new difficulties. Jean Taylor [Ta] classified the structure of the singularities of soap film clusters, and among other results was able to show that at triple junction points the surfaces meet at 120 • . Frank Morgan and collaborators worked on various other aspects of soap bubble clusters, including showing that the standard double bubble is the unique energy minimizer in a collaboration with Hutchings, Ritoré, and Ross [HMRR] . (See also his book Geometric Measure Theory [Mo2009] and many references therein.)
It is with this approach that Morgan, White, and others study the problem of three immiscible fluids. Lawlor and Morgan worked on paired calibrations with immiscible fluids [LM1994] , White showed the existence of least-energy configurations [W1996] , and then Morgan was able to show regularity in IR 2 and for some cases in IR 3 [Mo1998] . More recently Morgan returned to the problem in IR 2 and showed under some conditions that a planar minimizer with finite boundary and with prescribed areas consists of finitely many constant-curvature arcs [Mo2005] .
Our approach is mostly limited to the formulation using functions of bounded variation. The framework we use is based on the work of Giusti [G] , where he studies the regularity of minimal surfaces, but it is in a paper by Massari [Mas] that our problem is first formulated. Massari showed the existence of energy minimizers, and commented that Giusti's theory would apply in any region away from a junction of multiple fluids. Leonardi [L2001] proved a very useful elimination theorem about solutions to this problem which roughly states that if the volume of some fluids is small enough in a ball, then those fluids must not appear in a ball of half the radius. Two other references that may be helpful are by Massari and Miranda [MM] and Leonardi [L2000] . Finally, Maggi [Mag] recently published a book that treats some aspects of this problem, including a different proof of Leonardi's Elimination Theorem.
Finally, we give an outline of our paper. In Section 2 we collect results on the space of functions of bounded variation, distilling facts we need from much longer works on the subject. In Section 3 we carefully define our problem and some closely related problems, and we discuss some results by Almgren, Leonardi, and Massari that will be crucial to our work. In Section 4 we show that in the blow up limit it suffices to consider the energy functional that ignores any wetting energy and any gravitational potential. In Section 5 we prove a monotonicity formula centered about a triple point for the case with volume constraints. In Section 6 we drop the volume constraints and we are able to achieve a sharper monotonicity formula. In Section 7 we use our first monotonicity formula to show that any blow up limit must be a configuration consisting of cones. Section 8 connects these cones to the blow up sphere. We then consider the tangent plane to a triple point on the blow up sphere, and we are able to show that energy minimizers in the tangent plane must also be cones. Finally, in Section 9 we show that those fluids in the tangent plane must be connected and satisfy the same angle condition as was derived in [ENS] , but we use different methods from them.
Background on Bounded Variation
In the process of studying the two fluid problem, we discovered that some theorems that we needed were either scattered in different sources, or embedded within the proof of an existing theorem, but not stated explicitly. For these reasons we have gathered together the theorems that we need here. Our main sources here were [AFP] , [EG] , and [G] .
We assume that Ω ⊂ IR n is an open set with a differentiable boundary. We define BV (Ω) to be the subset of L 1 (Ω) with bounded variation, measured by
with the corresponding definition of BV loc (Ω). We assume some familiarity with these spaces, including, for example, the basic structure theorem which asserts that the weak derivative of a BV function can be understood as a vector-valued Radon measure. (See for example p. 166-167 of [EG] .)
Theorem 2.1 (Density Theorem I) Let f ∈ BV (Ω). Then there exists {f j } ⊂ C ∞ (Ω) such that
Remark 2.2 (Not W 1,1 convergence, but quite close) In any treatment on BV functions care is always taken to emphasize that one does not have
in the theorem above. In particular, Characteristic functions of smooth sets are in BV but not in W 1,1 , and so BV is genuinely larger than W 1,1 . On the other hand, the second part of the theorem above can be "localized" in some useful ways which are not clear from the statement above by itself.
Theorem 2.3 (Density Theorem II) Let f and the {f j } be taken to satisfy the hypotheses and the conclusions of the theorem above. Let Ω ′ ⊂⊂ Ω be an open Lipschitz set with
Furthermore, although simply convolving f (or f extended to be zero outside of Ω) with a standard mollifier is insufficient to produce a sequence of {f j } with the properties given in the previous theorem, they will all hold on every Ω ′ ⊂⊂ Ω satisfying Equation 2.1.
Remark 2.4 (There are lots of good sets) The usefulness of this theorem is unclear until we show the existence of many such Ω ′ which satisfy Equation 2.1. This fact follows from the following theorem found within Remark 2.13 of [G] . 
and even Df = (f
where ν is the unit outward normal. Now by taking Ω ′ = B ρ (x 0 ) with x 0 ∈ Ω then for almost every ρ such that B ρ (x 0 ) ⊂ Ω we will have
From the proof of Lemma 2.4 of [G] , we extract Theorem 2.6 LetB R denote the ball in IR n−1 centered at 0 with radius
Finally, we will need Lemma 2.7 Let f ∈ BV (B R ) and 0 < ρ < r < R. Then
(2.5)
Finally, we conclude with Helly's Selection Theorem which is the standard BV compactness theorem:
Theorem 2.8 (Helly's Selection Theorem) Given U ⊂ IR n and a sequence of functions {f j } in BV loc (U ) such that for any W ⊂⊂ U there is a constant C < ∞ depending only on W which satisfies:
then there exists a subsequence {f j k } and a function f ∈ BV loc (U ) such that on every W ⊂⊂ U we have 8) 3 Definitions, Notation, and more Background
We denote the surface tension at the interface of E i and E j with σ ij , we use β i as the coefficient that determines the wetting energy of E i on the boundary of the container, we let ρ i be the density of the i th fluid, and we use g as the gravitational constant. The domain Ω is the container, and we assume B 1 ⊂⊂ Ω ⊂ IR n . We define
and we will assume α j > 0, for all j (3.2) throughout our paper, and note that this condition is frequently called the strict triangularity hypothesis. (See [L2001] for example.)
Definition 3.1 (Permissible configurations)
The triple of open sets {E j } is said to be a permissible configuration or more simply "permissible" if 1. The E j are sets of finite perimeter.
2. The E j are disjoint.
3. The union of their closures is Ω .
In a case where volumes are prescribed, in order for sets to be V-permissible we will add to this list a fourth item:
4. The volumes are prescribed: The full energy functional which sums surface tension, wetting energy, and potential energy due to gravity is given by:
As we scale inward we can eliminate the wetting energy entirely and view our solution restricted to an interior ball as a minimizer of an energy given by:
Of course this energy we will frequently consider on subdomains, so for Ω ′ ⊂⊂ Ω we define:
Massari showed that this energy functional is lower semicontinuous in [Mas] under certain assumptions on the constants. (In fact he showed it for F SW P , but where β j ≡ 0 is allowed.) The lower semicontinuity of F SP ensures that this Dirichlet problem is well-posed, although it does not guarantee that the Dirichlet data is attained in the usual sense. In fact, a minimizer can actually have any Dirichlet data, but if it does not match up with the given data, then it must pay for an interface at the boundary. Summarizing these statements from [Mas] we can say: 6) for i, j = 0, 1, 2, if v 0 + v 1 + v 2 = |Ω|, and if Ω satisfies an interior sphere condition, then there exists a minimizer to F SW P among permissible triples {E j } with |E j | = v j . The same statement is true if F SW P is replaced by either F SP or F S . (F S is defined below.) Assuming that we allow a two sided trace of our BV characteristic functions on the boundary of our domain, and making the same assumptions as above, then there will also exist minimizers which satisfy given Dirichlet data. (Of course one should refer to the discussion above regarding the nature of Dirichlet data for this problem.)
Remark 3.3 (Appropriate Problems) It seems worthwhile to observe here the necessity of prescribing Dirichlet data in any problem without a volume constraint. Indeed, without a volume constraint or Dirichlet data, one expects two of the three fluids to vanish in any minimizer. On the other hand, once you have a volume constraint, you can study the minimizers both with and without Dirichlet data.
At this point, we standardize our language for the type of minimizer that we are considering in order to prevent language from becoming too cumbersome. 
The "qualifiers" we will use are "D" and/or "V" to indicate a Dirichlet or a volume constraint respectively. So a typical appearance might look like: {E j } is a V-minimizer of F SP in B 3 , which means that {E j } are V-permissible and minimize F SP in B 3 among all V-permissible sets. If the set is not specified, then we will assume that the minimization happens on Ω; If the functional is not specified, then we assume that F S is the functional being minimized. The set given will typically be bounded, but when it is not bounded we will assume that anything which we call any kind of minimizer will minimize the given functional when restricted to any compact subset of the unbounded domain.
Remark 3.5 (On restrictions and rescalings) It is also worth remarking that after restricting and rescaling, a triple which used to V-minimize some functional will still V-minimize some functional in the new set, but except in the case of three cones, the new sets will typically be competing against V-permissible triples with different restrictions on the volume of each set from the restrictions at the outset.
Remark 3.6 (Reversal of inclusions) We also observe that the inclusions of types of minimizers are also reversed from what one might assume before thinking about it. In typical set inclusions of this sort, one assumes that more constraints leads to a smaller set. Here, because it is the competitors which are being constrained, the inclusions work in reverse. Indeed, the set of all DV-minimizers contains both the set of V-minimizers and the set of D-minimizers insofar as if you take the DV-minimizer where you take the Dirichlet data to be rather "wiggly" then you only compete against other configurations with similarly wiggly boundary data. Thus, you are automatically the DV-minimizer by contruction, but you are not likely to be a V-minimizer, as any V-minimizer would prefer less wiggly boundary data.
Since we intend to study the local microstructure at triple points which are in the interior of Ω, it will be useful to study the simplified energy functional which ignores the wetting energy and the potential energy. By scaling in toward a triple point, we can be sure that the forces of surface tension are much stronger than the gravitational forces in our local picture, and at the same time the wetting energy will become totally irrelevent, as the boundary of Ω can be scaled away altogether if we zoom in far enough. So, with these ideas in mind we define the simplified energy functional by:
The energy on Ω ′ ⊂⊂ Ω is:
Let Ω ′ ⊂⊂ Ω, let {E j } be permissible. Using "spt" for "support", we define
Now assume further that {E j } is V-permissible. Then we define
So Υ and Υ V give the value of the minimal energy configuration with the same boundary data, while Ψ and Ψ V give the amount that {E j } deviates from minimal. Notice that we are minimizing over the class of sets of finite perimeter, not over all of BV. Of course the existence theorem does not address any of the regularity questions near a triple point and the regularity questions near the boundary of only two of the fluids is already well-understood. On the other hand, in order to understand the microstructure of triple points which are not located on the boundary of Ω it should suffice to study minimizers of the simplified energy functional, F S , as we have described above. We make this heuristic argument rigorous in Section 4, but we still need two more tools from the background literature.
The first tool we need is a very nice observation due to F. Almgren which allowed him to virtually ignore volume constraints when studying the regularity of minimizers of surface area under these restrictions. Since our energy is bounded from above and below by a constant times surface area, we can adapt his result to our situation immediately.
Lemma 3.7 (Almgren's Volume Adjustment Lemma) Given any permissible triple {E j }, there exists a C > 0, such that very small volume adjustments can be made at a cost to the energy which is not more than C times the volume adjustment. Stated quantitatively:
where ∆V j is the volume change of E j .
This result can be found in [A1976] (see V1.2(3)) or in [Mo1994] as Lemma 2.2. The next tool we need is an "elimination theorem" which in our setting is due to Leonardi. (See Theorem 3.1 of [L2001] .) Theorem 3.8 (Leonardi's Elimination Theorem) Under the assumptions above, including the strict triangularity condition (Equation (3.2)), if {E j } is a V-minimizer, then {E j } has the elimination property. Namely, there exists a constant η > 0, and a radius r 0 such that if 0 < ρ < r 0 , B r 0 ⊂ Ω, and
14)
Restrictions and Rescalings
We start with a rather trivial observation: If {E j } is a V-minimizer of F SW P among Vpermissible triples, and B r ⊂⊂ Ω, then the triple: {E j ∩ B r } DV-minimizes F SP in B r among V-permissible triples with Dirichlet data given by the traces of the {E j } on the outer boundary of B r , and whose volumes are prescribed to be the volume of each E j intersected with B r . If this statement were false, then we would immediately get an improvement to our V-minimizer of F SW P , by replacing things within B r .
Recalling that B 1 ⊂⊂ Ω, we wish to define rescalings of our triples and study their properties in the hopes of producing blowup limits. For λ ∈ IR + we define λE j to be the dilation of E j by λ. In particular,
Now assume that {E j } is a D-minimizer of F SW P in Ω, and fix 0 < λ < 1. By virtue of the fact that {E j } is a D-minimizer of F SP in B λ , we can scale our triple {E j } to the triple {λ −1 E j }, and easily verify that the new triple is a D-minimizer of the functional:
From here, after observing that it is immediate that the characteristic functions corresponding to the triple {λ −1 E j } will be uniformly bounded in BV (B 1 ), we can apply Helly's selection theorem (given above as Theorem 2.8) to guarantee the existence of a blow up limit in BV. More importantly, the blowup limit will be a minimizer of F S . For convenience, define χ E j,λ i :
Theorem 4.1 (Existence of blowup limits) Assume that {E j } is a D-minimizer or a Vminimizer of F SP in Ω. In either case, there exists a configuration (which we will denote by {E j,0 }) and a sequence of λ i ↓ 0 such that for each j :
Furthermore, the triple {E j,0 } is a D-minimizer of F S for whatever Dirichlet data it has in the first case or a V-minimizer of F S for whatever volume constraints it satisfies in the second case.
Proof. Based on the discussion preceding the statement of the theorem, it remains to show that {E j,0 } is a minimizer of F S under the appropriate constraints. Lower semicontinuity of the BV norm implies that
While on the other hand
since {E j,λ i } is a minimizer. Because the gravitational term is going to zero, it is clear that 4) and for the same reason, for any ǫ > 0, if λ is sufficiently small and i is sufficiently large, then we must have:
Now if {E j,0 } is not a D-minimizer or V-minimizer (according to the case we are in), then there exists a D or V-minimizing triple {Ẽ j,0 } and a γ > 0, such that F S ({E j,0 }) − γ = F S ({Ẽ j,0 }). In this case, for all sufficiently small λ, we will automatically have
but then by using Equations (4.3) and (4.5) we will get a contradiction by observing that for small enough λ i we will have:
5 The Monotonicity of Scaled Energy (Part I)
Theorem 5.1 Suppose {E j } ∈ BV (B R ) is V-permissible and 0 < ρ < r < R with 0 ∈ ∩ 2 j=0 ∂E j . Then there exists a constant C such that
Proof. Let t ∈ (0, R) be such that 0 < ρ ≤ t ≤ r < R. Theorem 2, p. 172 of [EG] (or similar) implies there exist smooth functions
Then define the conical projection on these smooth functions:
An example of this process can be seen in Figure 3 . With these conical functions we have 
It follows from the V-permissibility of {E j } that {Ẽ j } have the properties thatẼ j ∩Ẽ i = ∅ for i = j and that ∪ closure (Ẽ j ) = B R . It remains to show that eachẼ j is a set of finite perimeter. Notice that
then Theorem 2.8 states that there is a subsequence f j (x; ǫ k , t) converging in L 1 tof j (x; t) ∈ BV (B R ) where the total variations converge as well. ThusẼ j are sets of finite perimeter, and {Ẽ j } is permissible, but the volume constraints which will be off by an amount controlled by Ct n . Thus, by applying Almgren's Volume Adjustment Lemma (see Lemma 3.7), we get:
Then by using
with Equation (5.3) and the Taylor series for √ 1 − x, leads to
Then by rearranging terms and multiplying through by (n − 1)t −n we get:
Integrating with respect to t between ρ and r, we have
Finally, the Schwartz inequality implies
The result follows by combining the preceding with (5.9) and the application of Theorem 3, p. 175 in [EG] .
Corollary 5.2 Suppose {E j } ∈ BV (B R ) is V-permissible and is made up of sets of finite perimeter and 0 < ρ < r < R. Further, suppose Ψ V ({E j }) ≡ 0. Then
6 The Monotonicity of Scaled Energy (Part II)
Now that we have established a monotonicity formula for our constrained problem, we note that if we temporarily abandon the volume constraint, then we can get a sharp formula for the monotonicity of the scaled energy insofar as we can produce a formula with equality.
Proof. We follow Theorem 28.9 of Maggi [Mag] . Given any ϕ ∈ C ∞ (IR; [0, 1]) with ϕ = 1 on (−∞, 1/2), ϕ = 0 on (1, ∞) and ϕ ′ ≤ 0 on IR, we define the following associated functions
and (6.6) and observe the identities
Now we quote Theorem 17.5 of [Mag] :
Theorem 6.2 (First variation of perimeter) Suppose A ⊂ IR n is open, E is a set of locally finite perimeter, and {f t } |t|<ǫ is a local variation in A. Then
where T is the initial velocity of {f t } |t|<ǫ and div E T : ∂ * E → IR is given above. (T is the initial velocity of
when f is evaluated at t = 0.)
In the same way that Maggi proves Corollary 17.14 from this statement, we can show:
Corollary 6.3 (Vanishing sums of mean curvature) A permissible triple {E j } is stationary for F S in Ω if and only if
Returning to our proof of Theorem 6.1 we compute: (6.17) and define Φ ǫ (r) and Ψ ǫ (r) by replacing ϕ with ϕ ǫ in the definitions of Φ(r) and Ψ(r) respectively. Then, by approximation using Theorem 2, p. 172 of [EG] or something similar, for ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and ϕ = ϕ ǫ in (6.2) and (6.3) we obtain
(6.18) Define Φ 0 (r) = F S ({E j }, B r ) and
For r ∈ (0, d), the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem implies
as ǫ → 0. In particular, this holds for every r ∈ (0, d) where Φ 0 and γ are differentiable.
Proof. (of claim) Upon examining, we write
We wish to differentiate the term in the parentheses above. We can express that term as:
(6.23) Then
and
Then it follows that
and we estimate to obtain
(6.28)
Once again we wish to differentiate this term, so we express the term within the parentheses as:Ĩ 1 (r) +Ĩ 2 (r):=
As before, it follows that 33) and if γ(r) is differentiable at r, then Ψ ′ ǫ (r) → r n−1 γ ′ 0 (r) as ǫ → 0 + . Therefore the claim holds.
From (6.18), (6.20) and (6.21) we find 34) and this proves Equation (6.1).
Minimal Cones
We begin with the following result estimating the minimal energies by their Dirichlet data.
Lemma 7.1 (Extension of Lemma 5.6 of [G] ) Suppose {E j } and {Ê j } are V-permissible for the same volume constraints in B R and are identical in B c ρ . Suppose further that ρ is small enough to guarantee that any perturbation to {E j } or to {Ê j } within B ρ gives us something to which Almgren's Volume Adjustment Lemma applies. (See Lemma 3.7.) Then
where ∆V i is the symmetric difference E i ∆Ê i . If instead of "V-permissible" we have "permissible," then for any positive ρ < R we have:
Proof. The proof for Equation (7.2) is almost identical to the proof for Equation (7.1) , but it is a little bit easier, so we will only prove Equation (7.1) . Given ǫ > 0, we can choose {E ϕ j } V-permissible so that we satisfy two relations:
and spt(χ
− χ E j ) ⊂⊂ B ρ k for all k ∈ IN and j ∈ {0, 1, 2}. For any j we define the setÊ j,k by taking the union of B ρ k ∩ E ϕ j and {B R \ B ρ k } ∩Ê j . Now observe that {Ê j,k } is permissible up to the volume constraint violation. We then use Almgren's Lemma 3.7 in order to compute:
Now by using the fact that ǫ > 0 is arbitrary and by the symmetry of the equation that we are trying to prove, we are done.
Lemma 7.2 (Analogue of Lemma 9.1 of [G] ) Let Ω ⊂ IR n be open, let {E j,k } be a sequence of sets that DV-minimize F S over Ω i.e. {E j,k } are taken such that
(with potentially different Dirichlet data and volume constraints for each k). Suppose there exists a triple {E j } such that
Then {E j } is a DV-minimizer of F S over Ω:
Remark 7.3 (Weakness of some of the hypotheses) Equation (7.4) can be guaranteed by Helly's Selection Theorem as long as all of the configurations have uniformly bounded energy.
Proof. Let A ⊂⊂ Ω. We may suppose that ∂A is smooth, so that for every k:
which follows by covering ∂A with all three values, and bounding the minimal energy of {E j } by a (standard) competitor on a possibly larger domain. Then lower semicontinuity implies the same inequality holds with {E j,k } replaced with {E j }.
We have
and therefore there exists a subsequence {E j,k i } such that for almost every t close to 0
and by lower semicontinuity Ψ V ({E j }, A t ) = 0. (7.13) Thus (7.5) holds. Now let L ⊂⊂ Ω be such that ∂L |Dχ E j | = 0 for j = 0, 1, 2, and let A be a smooth open set such that L ⊂⊂ A ⊂⊂ Ω. Let {F j,k } be any subsequence of {E j,k }. Repeating the same argument as above, there is a set A t and a subsequence {F j,k i } such that
thus from Theorem 2.3 (with A t playing the role of Ω) Theorem 7.4 (Analogue of Theorem 9.3 of [G] 
Then for every sequence {t i } tending to zero there exists a subsequence {s i } such that E j,s i converges locally in IR n to permissible sets C j . Moreover, {C j } are cones with positive density at the origin (the vertex of the cones) satisfying
See Figure 4 . Note that this is a tiny bit more than an analogue of Theorem 9.3 of [G] because we can use the Elimination Theorem to get the statement about the positive density of the cones at the origin. In light of this result, we define a triple {E j } to V-minimize F S over IR n if
Proof. Let t i → 0. The first step is to show that for every R > 0 there exists a subsequence {σ i } such that {E j,σ i } converges in B R . We have
and so choosing t sufficiently small (so that Rt < 1) we have that E j,t is a V-minimizer of F S over B R and
Hence, by Helly's Selection Theorem (see Theorem 2.8 ), a subsequence {E j,σ i } converges to the triple of sets {C j,R } in B R . Taking a sequence R t → ∞ we obtain, by a diagonal process, the triple of sets {C j } ⊆ IR n and a sequence {s i } such that {E j,s i } → {C j } locally. Now, applying Lemma 7.2, we see that {C j } is a V-minimizer of F S over IR n in the sense that
The positive density of the C j at the origin follows immediately by applying the Elimination Theorem. (See Theorem 3.8.) If we assume the opposite, then we can use the Elimination Theorem to show that 0 was not a triple point at the outset. It remains to show that the C j are cones. By Lemma 7.2 we have that, for almost all R > 0,
Hence, if we define (7.24) where C is the constant from Almgren's Volume Adjustment Lemma (see Lemma 3.7), we have, for almost all R > 0, lim (7.25) as i → ∞. (We must have s i → 0 as i → ∞.) Also, from Equation (5.12), p(t) is increasing in t. If ρ < R, then for every i there exists an m i > 0 such that
Thus we have proved that
is independent of ρ, and so from Lemma 2.7 we have
for almost all r, ρ > 0. Hence the sets C j differ only on a set of measure zero from cones with vertices at the origin.
Tangent Plane to the Blow-Up Sphere
Theorem 8.1 (See Proposition 9.6 of [G] ) Suppose {C j } are blowup cones resulting from the limit process in Theorem 7.4, and let
Then there exists a sequence {t i } converging to zero such that {C j,i } := {C j,t i } converges to cones {Q j } which are a V-minimizer of F S in IR n . Moreover {Q j } are cylinders with axes through 0 and x 0 . 
Remark 8.2 (Existence of isolated triple points)
It is not clear that we need to assume that a point such as x 0 exists in dimension 3. Indeed, in dimension 3, we conjecture that if there is a triple point in a minimal configuration of cones, then there will be a full line of these triple points. On the other hand, by taking α j ≡ 1, and working in dimension 8 or higher, it is well-known that we can have an isolated triple point by having the so-called "Simons Cone."
One can certainly conjecture that there are no isolated points in any dimension less than or equal to 7, but since the α j do not have to equal each other, there is much more freedom here than in the simpler minimal surface problem.
Proof. We may assume x 0 = (0, 0, ..., 0, a), a = 0. We have
and so
The argument in the proof of Theorem 7.4 implies the existence of a sequence {t i } converging to 0 such that {C j,i } converges to cones {Q j }, each with a vertex at x 0 , and that V-minimize F S over IR n . It remains to prove that {Q j } are cylinders with axes through 0 and x 0 . This is equivalent to the existence of sets {A j } ⊆ IR n−1 such that {Q j } = {A j } × IR. Because the {C j } are all cones with vertex at 0, we have x, Dχ C j = 0 and hence
and then
However, for almost all s < t, by Theorem 2.6,
where χ Q j,r (y) = χ Q j (y, r). This implies the existence of sets A j ⊆ IR n−1 such that for almost all r and s we have
for j = 0, 1, 2 and almost all y ∈ IR n−1 . Thus
Since {Q j } are cones, then for each t > 0, (y, s) ∈ IR n−1 × IR
which implies {A j } are also cones. We consider the case where x 0 ∈ ∂B 1 . Then we get a blow up limit in the tangent plane at that point. We now turn to the task of classifying the behavior in this tangent plane.
Figure 6: Cylinders in the second blow up limit.
If we remove all of the volume constraints in the previous statements then the result still holds.
See Figure 6 . Proof. Without the volume constraints the proof is identical but has a little bit less that one would need to follow, so it suffices to prove the statements where we include the volume restrictions. Suppose {Q j } is a V-minimizer of F S in IR n . If {A j } is not a V-minimizer of F S in IR n−1 , then there exists ǫ > 0, R > 0, and sets {E j } coinciding with {A j } outside some compact set H ⊆B R such that
Let T > 0 and set
However, we have
This contradicts (8.17) for sufficiently large T , say, T >
If we weaken our definition of minimality by abandoning the volume constraint again, then we are able to prove the converse. We expect it is true with the volume constraint, but Figure 7 illustrates the difficulty in generalizing the following proof. Theorem 8.4 Suppose {Q j } = {A j } × IR are permissible cylinders in IR n = IR n−1 × IR without the volume constraint condition. Then {A j } is minimal in IR n−1 implies {Q j } is minimal in IR n .
Proof. Suppose {A j } is minimal in IR n−1 and let {M j } be permissible Caccioppoli sets in IR n coinciding with {Q j } outside some compact set K. Recall thatB R denotes the ball in IR n−1 centered at 0 with radius R, and choose T > 0 such that
Then Lemma 9.8 in [G] gives
Note M j,t = A j outside compact sets H j,t ⊆B T for j = 0, 1, 2, and M j,t are permissible. Hence
which implies {Q j } is minimal.
Classification
We turn to classifying the possible minimal configurations in IR 2 . First we point out that using the tools of mass-minimizing integral currents, Morgan [Mo1998, Theorem 4.3] showed that the triple junction points are isolated in IR 2 . Under assumption of sufficient regularity Elcrat, Neel and Siegel [ENS] showed that the following Neumann angle condition holds
and their proof carries over to IR 2 directly. Here γ 12 is the angle at the triple point measured within E 0 , γ 02 is the angle at the triple point measured within E 1 , and γ 01 is the angle at the triple point measured within E 2 . We are able to prove the following:
Theorem 9.1 (Angle condition result) Let {A j } be D-minimal or V-minimal cones in IR 2 with vertices at the origin. Then each A j is formed of precisely one connected component, and the angle condition (9.1) is satisfied.
Corollary 9.2 (Volume contraints of blowups)
No matter what volume constraints we impose on minimization problem, the angles at the triple points for blowup limits are independent of everything except the constants which come from the surface tensions.
We will start by dealing with the case without volume constraints, and we will proceed by contradiction, but first we will need some preliminary propositions. Before the first proposition, we record here a basic lemma which can be proven with no more than high school trigonometry:
Lemma 9.3 (Basic trigonometry lemma) Given σ 01 , σ 02 , σ 12 satisfying the strict triangularity condition given in Equation ( 3.2) , there exists a unique triple of real numbers Γ 01 , Γ 02 , Γ 12 which satisfy both:
and Equation (9.1).
Proof. We provide a sketch: First, because of the strict triangularity condition, there is a unique triangle (up to reflection and congruence, of course) with sides with lengths given by σ 01 , σ 02 , and σ 12 . Now let θ ij be the angle opposite σ ij . Then the law of sines gives us:
Of course, the angles just given sum to π and not 2π, but their supplementary angles sum to 2π and have the same value when plugged into the sine function. Define Γ ij := π − θ ij and everything is satisfied. Now, most of the calculus that we need to do has to be done on a suitable triangle, so we start with a definition of a "good triangle" and then give the calculus proposition which will be the main engine in the rest of our proofs in this section.
Definition 9.4 (Good Triangles) Given a blowup limit to our minimization problem, we define a good triangle to be a pair (T,P ) consisting of a triangle T (whose vertices we label as P 0 , P 1 , and P 2 ), and a pointP which is in the interior of the triangle such that the following hold:
1. For i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} with i = j we have that the angle between the vector fromP to P i and the vector fromP to P j is exactly Γ ij .
2. If {i, j, k} is a permutation of {0, 1, 2}, then the open segment from P i to P j has the k th fluid as data.
In order to simplify the exposition, we can assume without loss of generality that the ordering of the vertices is counter-clockwise with respect to the triangle T. See Figure 8 . Definition 9.5 (Basic Cost Function) Given any good triangle (T,P ) with the vertices of T labeled as P j := (a j , b j ), and where for the sake of simplifying notation we let
we define the basic cost function by:
The cost function C(x, y) is continuous on the closed bounded triangle, T, and so it must attain a minimum there.
Proposition 9.6 (Minimization on good triangles) The unique D−minimizer on a good triangle (T,P ) withP = (x,ỹ) is the configuration formed by letting E i be the triangular region with P j , P k , andP as vertices, where we let (i, j, k) run through the three permutations: {(0, 1, 2), (1, 2, 0), (2, 0, 1)}. Furthermore, the basic cost function has the following properties:
A) The Hessian D 2 C is positive definite in the interior of T.
B) ∇C(x, y) is zero if and only if (x, y) = (x,ỹ).
C) The cost C has a unique minimum at (x,ỹ).
D) If we letṽ j denote the vector from (x,ỹ) to (a j , b j ), then the angles
and therefore automatically obey the relation
which is derived by using the Calculus of Variations in [ENS] .
Proof. Our statements about the minimizer follow from our statements about the cost function, so we will skip immediately to proving those facts. In order to simplify our computations, we start by defining the following notation: For j = 0, 1, or 2, we define:
All sums are assumed to be sums from j = 0 to 2. With our new notation, we easily compute:
The trace of the Hessian D 2 C is obviously strictly positive. The determinant of the Hessian D 2 C is equal to
and by using the Schwarz inequality on a set of three points with delta measures on each one weighted by Z j we easily see that this determinant is nonnegative. On the other hand, by noting that equality in the Schwarz inequality only happens when one function is a multiple of the other, and that (X 0 , X 1 , X 2 ) = α(Y 0 , Y 1 , Y 2 ) would mean that the slopes of the vectors fromP to each vertex are the same, we can easily rule out equality, and so we conclude that D 2 C is positive definite, thereby proving A. At this point we note that D follows immediately by definition of what a good triangle is, and B implies C, now that we have our statement about the Hessian. In fact, it will suffice to show that the gradient vanishes at (x,ỹ), as the uniqueness of the critical point of the cost function follows from positive definiteness of the Hessian. Thus, the gradient condition that we now need to show is equivalent to showing that:
holds when (x, y) = (x,ỹ). We compute the sines of the angles, γ ij , by giving them a zero z-component and then taking cross products (while carefully following the right-hand rule and recalling our convention about the counter-clockswise orientation of (P 0 , P 1 , P 2 )):
wherek is, as usual, the unit vector in the positive z direction. Observe that
Because we are assuming that we are at the point (x,ỹ), we know that
By cross multiplication and some cancellation of the β 1 we see that we have
Now we note that
and so we have
Arguing in the exact same way with each of the other combinations of angles, we see that: Now we turn to a task which is essentially Euclidean geometry which will allow us to produce a good triangle.
Proposition 9.7 (Existence of Good Triangles) Let {A j } be a permissible configuration of cones in IR 2 with vertices at the origin, and assume that as we move through a counterclockwise rotation, we have a sector which we will call A 2 which is a subset of E 2 , followed by a sector which we will call A 0 which is a subset of E 0 , followed by a sector which we will call A 1 which is a subset of E 1 . Furthermore, assume that the angle of the opening for A 0 is strictly less than the real number Γ 12 . Then letting P 0 be the origin, there exists a pointP within the infinite sector A 0 , such that we can find a point P 1 on the ray between A 0 and A 2 and a point P 2 on the ray between A 0 and A 1 such that the triangle formed with vertices given by the P j together with the pointP forms a good triangle. See Figure 9 . Remark 9.8 (Key Assumption) We note that after relabeling things and/or reflecting things we see that the only real assumption we make is that the angle of the opening for A 0 is strictly smaller than Γ 12 .
Proof. We consider the set of points with distance one from the origin which intersects the solid sector A 0 , and we plan to make one of these points the pointP in our good triangle. At each point on that set we extend three rays with the following two properties: 1) One of the rays passes through the origin.
2) Going counter-clockwise from the rays passing through the origin, the angles between the rays are Γ 01 followed by Γ 12 followed by Γ 02 .
Going counter-clockwise starting with the ray that passes through the origin, we will refer to these rays as the "zeroth ray," the "first ray," and the "second ray," respectively. In Figure 10 Figure 10: The basic picture.
we have placed these three rays for two of the points with distance one from the origin and we have labeled the angle which has measure Γ 12 . We can choose our coordinate system so that the border between A 0 and A 2 is the positive x-axis, and then owing to the fact that all of the Γ ij < π, we see that withP having θ > 0 but sufficiently small, we must have an intersection of the first ray with ∂A 0 ∩ ∂A 2 . In Figure 10 we have chosen one of our potentialP 's to have θ equal to five degrees. Now if the second ray has a nonempty intersection with ∂A 0 ∩ ∂A 1 , then we are done by letting P 1 and P 2 be the two points of intersection that we have found already. On the other hand, it is not necessarily the case that the second ray will intersect ∂A 1 if θ is sufficiently small. Assuming that there is no intersection we consider what happens as we increase θ while recalling that the main hypothesis guarantees that Γ 12 is larger than the angle between the rays on either side of A 0 . In particular, this hypothesis guarantees that the second ray will be parallel to ∂A 1 ∩ ∂A 0 at a value of θ which we can call θ 1 which is strictly less than the value of θ which we call θ 2 where the first ray is parallel to ∂A 2 ∩ ∂A 0 . Then by taking θ strictly between θ 1 and θ 2 we are guaranteed a frame of three vectors with all of the desired intersections. (In Figure 10 we have chosen θ 2 as another value of θ where we plotted the three relevant rays. Decreasing θ from that value very slightly gives us what we need.)
The next proposition we need shows that at blow up limits we have a distinct sector for each fluid and not multiple sectors for any of the fluids.
Proposition 9.9 (One Sector Per Fluid at Blowups) Let {A j } be D-minimal cones in IR 2 with vertices at the origin. Then each A j is formed of precisely one connected component.
Proof. The first observation we need is that if we don't have all three fluids in any three consecutive sectors, then the triangle inequality guarantees an improvement by "filling in" near the triple point. See Figure 11 where we have only A 0 and A 1 in three consecutive sectors on the left hand side, and where we have an immediate improvement on the right hand side. Thus, it follows that if we have more than three sectors, then we must have at least six sectors.
Now by renaming and/or relabeling we can assume without loss of generality that we have the situation depicted on the left hand side of Figure 12 . Furthermore, using the fact that we have at least six sectors now, we can assume that the angle of the sector for A 0 on the left hand side of the figure is less than or equal to Γ 12 /2 which is strictly less than Γ 12 . Now of course we can apply Proposition 9.7 to get the existence of a good triangle, followed by Proposition 9.6 to come to a contradiction. Now we can turn to the proof of Theorem 9.1: Proof. In fact, at this point, the D-minimal situation is essentially complete. The final observation needed is that if the angles are not exactly what they are supposed to be, then one of the angles is smaller than the corresponding Γ ij and then (after renaming the indices if necessary) we can invoke Proposition 9.7 followed by Proposition 9.6 to achieve the desired result. Thus, we turn immediately to the V-minimal case.
The key observation in the V-minimal case is that we can actually improve Almgren's Volume Adjustment Lemma by removing any lack of uniformity when our configuration consists solely of cones. Indeed, we suppose toward a contradiction that we have a V-minimal configuration of cones which does not satisfy the angle condition. In this case, it follows from the D-minimal proof that we can lower the energy by some amount within B 1 if we temporarily ignore the volume constraint. On the other hand, by considering our sectors on a large enough disk, we can restore the volume constraint by adding or subtracting rectangles along the boundaries of the sectors at a cost which is bounded by twice the width of the rectangle times the largest σ ij . See Figure 13 . Of course, since we can choose our disk to be as large as we like, our rectangles can have arbitrarily small width, and therefore we can fix the volume constraint with a loss to our energy which is as small as we like. The arbitrarily small width that we can have for these rectangles also guarantees that even if one of our sectors is very thin, by shrinking the width of the rectangle if necessary, we do not have to worry about having an intersection with more than one of the rays bounding our sector. Thus, the original configuration could not possibly have been the V-minimizer on our large disk and that gives us the desired contradiction. Remark 9.10 (Rectangles are not optimal, but very convenient) The competing variations built by rectangles could be immediately improved by using smoother connections to the old boundary, however, we prefer the explicit construction presented in the proof.
We note that Futer, Gnepp, McMath, Munson, Ng, Pahk, and Yoder [FGMMNPY] studied planar cones that are minimizing, which is similar to some of the result above, however proved by a calibration argument as in [LM1994] . Using Morgan's result that there are only finitely many triple points in the tangent plane [Mo1998] , we may use our results to conclude that there are only finitely many triple points on the blow up sphere ∂B 1 . Classifying this finite number of free boundary points now becomes a variant of the Coloring Problem.
We would also like to comment that we have not succeeded in showing the uniqueness of our blow up cones. The introduction of Almgren's Big Regularity Paper [A2000] discusses this difficulty, and some examples of the slowly rotating configurations are in Leonardi [L2002] . In one related setting there has been success in showing that the tangent cone is unique: See White [W1983] .
Concluding comments
It is with great sadness that we must report that our collaborator Alan Elcrat passed away suddenly on December 20th, 2013. He was an energetic and hard-working mathematician, and a good friend and mentor. It is without doubt that the current work would not have been completed without him, and that future works will be more difficult without his insight.
Finally, to close with some cheer, we wish to thank both Frank Morgan and Luis Silvestre for useful conversations. In particular, Prof. Silvestre helped us understand some aspects of the coarea formula, and how its usage differs between two sets and three. Also, the third author was a postdoc at Kansas State University when this project began. He was also partially supported by an REP grant from Texas State University in 2012 for work on this project.
